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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let E denote the space of all entire holomorphic functions on C and
let H denote the space of all functions harmonic on R N, where N G 2.N
Both E and H are equipped with the topology of local uniform conver-N
 . w xgence the compact-open topology . MacLane 10 constructed an entire
 n..function f whose sequence of derivatives f is dense in E. We shall
w xcall such a function f a uni¨ ersal entire function. In a recent paper 1 we
studied analogous functions in the space H . These functions are definedN
as follows. Let N denote the set of non-negative integers, and let
 . Nx , . . . , x be a Cartesian coordinate system system in R . If a s1 N
 . N < <a , . . . , a g N , then we write a s a q ??? qa and1 N 1 N
Da s ­ < a <r­ x a1 . . . ­ x aN .1 N
We say that a function h g H is a uni¨ ersal harmonic function if the setN
 a N 4D h : a g N is dense in H . The existence of universal harmonicN
w xfunctions was established in 1 , where we also showed that the class of
such functions is very large and studied their permissible rates of growth.
 .If f g E resp. H , then we say that f is exponential type t , whereN
0 F t - `, if
lim sup ry1 log M f , r F t , .
rª`
 . < <  .where M f , r is the maximum value of f on the circle resp. sphere of
 N . w xradius t centred at the origin of C resp. R . MacLane's construction 10
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w xyields a universal entire function of exponential type 1, and Duyos Ruiz 6
observed that a universal entire function cannot be of exponential type less
w xthan 1. In 1 we showed similarly that there are universal harmonic
functions of exponential type 1 but none of exponential type less than 1.
In fact the minimum permissible growth rates of universal functions are
w xknown precisely; see Grosse-Erdmann's paper 8 for the holomorphic case
w x .and ours 1 for the harmonic case.
Examination of existence proofs for universal entire functions shows
that it is possible to arrange for a prescribed subsequence of derivatives of
 .f to be dense in E : if n is a strictly increasing sequence in N, then therek
 nk ..  w xexists f g E such that f is dense in E. Blair and Rubel 3 unwit-
tingly rediscovered universal entire functions. Their short proof of exis-
.tence is easily modified to yield the stated result on subsequences. This
observation suggests the possibility that corresponding to any infinite
N  a 4subset J of N there exists a function h g H such that D h : a g J isN
dense in H . We shall call a function with this property a J-uni¨ ersalN
 . N 4function. In the particular case where J s m, 0, . . . , 0 g N : m g N
w xthe proofs in 1 show that J-universal functions of exponential type 1 exist.
In this note we confirm that J-universal functions exist for any infinite set
J and say something about their permissible growth rates. We also show
that for each J the J-universal harmonic functions form a large class.
Constants c are defined asN
 .1r 2 N2 jNy1 2 j .
c s 1, c s N N G 3 . 1.1 .  .2 N 2 jq1 /2 j q 1js1  .
 . ’We shall show see subsection 3.2 that c ) Nr2 when N G 3 andN
’c s Nr2 q o 1 N ª ` . 1.2 .  .  .N
 . NTHEOREM 1. i If J is an infinite subset of N , then there exists a
J-uni¨ ersal function of exponential type c .N
 .  . N 4ii In the case where J s m, . . . , m g N : m g N there is no
’J-uni¨ ersal function of exponential type less than Nr2 .
Theorem 1 prompts some questions. Given an infinite subset J of NN,
let
 4t J s inf t : there exists a J-universal function of exponential type t . .
 . w  .xIn the case N s 2, Theorem 1 i together with 1, Theorem 1 ii shows
 .  .that t J s 1 for any J. This contrasts with the case N G 3 in which t J
 .depends upon J. We always have 1 F t J F c and would conjectureN
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 . ’that 1 F t J F Nr2 . These bounds, if correct, would certainly be
.attained for certain sets J; see above. Ideally, we would like to determine
 .  .t J for every J and decide whether t J is always an attained infimum.
THEOREM 2. Let J be an infinite subset of NN and let b g NN. If h is a
J-uni¨ ersal function, then so also is D bh, and if h is of exponential type t ,
then so also is D bh.
The second part of Theorem 2 is easy to prove and is probably not new
 .though we do not know of a reference . It is included mainly for the sake
of the following application.
COROLLARY. If there exists a J-uni¨ ersal function of exponential type t ,
then the set of all J-uni¨ ersal functions of exponential type t is dense in H .N
There is a complete metric on H corresponding to the topology of localN
 .uniform convergence see subsection 4.5 for details . Hence H is a BaireN
space. Recall that a subset of a Baire space is called residual if its
complement is a first category set. Using the above corollary we shall
prove the following result.
THEOREM 3. Let J be an infinite subset of NN. The set of J-uni¨ ersal
functions is a dense G , and therefore residual, subset of H .d N
The corresponding result for universal entire functions was proved by
w xDuyos Ruiz 6 .
2. PREPARATORY RESULTS FOR THE PROOF OF
THEOREM 1
N  .2.1. Let S denote the unit sphere in R , and let s be N y 1 -
 .dimensional measure on S, normalized so that s S s 1. An inner prod-
uct and norm on H are defined byN
’ : 5 5  :g , h s gh ds , h s h , h .H
S
Let H denote the space of all homogeneous harmonic polynomials ofn, N
degree n on R N.
w x w xUsing results of Kuran 9 , we proved in 1 the following lemma.
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LEMMA 1. If G g H and j, k g N with 1 F j F N, then there existsn, N
GU g H such thatnqk , N
­ kGU
s Gk­ x j
and
n!
U5 5 5 5G F G N s 2 .
n q k ! .
N q 2n y 2 ! .
U5 5 5 5G F G N G 3 . 2.1 .  .( k! N q 2n q k y 2 ! .
w x In the case where N G 3, Lemma 1 is included in 1, Lemma 4 . In fact
 . w x  . .inequality 9 in 1 is slightly stronger than 2.1 above. For the case
w xN s 2, see the Remark following the proof of Lemma 4 in 1 .
2.2. We shall use Lemma 1 inductively in the proof of the next lemma.
 . NFirst we need some notation. If b s b , . . . , b g N and b F b F1 N 1 2
??? F b , then we defineN
2b ! 2b q 2b ! . . . 2b q ??? q2b ! .  .  .1 1 2 1 Ny1
L b s . .
b ! . . . b !b ! 2b q b ! 2b q 2b q b ! .  .1 N 1 1 2 1 2 3
. . . 2b q ??? q2b q b ! .1 Ny1 N
If a g NN, then we define
y2< <L a s a ! N s 2 , .  .  .
L a s L a N G 3 , .  .  .Ã
 .where a s a , . . . , a and a , . . . , a are the numbers a , . . . , a ar-Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1 N 1 N 1 N
ranged in increasing order.
LEMMA 2. Let H g H and a g NN. There exists H g H suchn, N a nq < a < , N
that
DaH s Ha
and
5 5 2 5 5 2H F L a H . .a
We prove Lemma 2 first in the case N s 2. By Lemma 1 there exists
G g H such that ­ a1G r­ x a1 s H and1 nqa , 2 1 11
n! 1
5 5 5 5 5 5G F H F H .1 n q a ! a ! .1 1
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Applying Lemma 1 with G s G , we find that there exists H g H1 a nq < a < , 2
such that ­ a2 H r­ x a2 s G anda 2 1
n q a ! a ! 1 .1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H F G F G F H ,a 1 1< < < <n q a q a ! a ! a ! .1 2
as required.
In the case where N G 3 suppose that a s a for k s 1, . . . , N,Ãk jk .
 4  4where j : 1, . . . , N ª 1, . . . , N is a bijection, and write
aÃ aÃk kD s ­ r­ x .k jk .
By Lemma 1 there exists G g H such that D G s H and1 nqa , N 1 1Ã1
5 5 2N q 2n y 2 ! H .2 25 5 5 5G F H F .1 a ! N q 2n q a y 2 ! a !a ! .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1 1 1
Applying Lemma 1 to G , we find that there exists G g H such1 2 nqa qa , NÃ Ã1 2
that D D G s D G s H and1 2 2 1 1
N q 2n q 2a y 2 ! .Ã12 25 5 5 5G F G2 1a ! N q 2n q 2a q a y 2 !Ã Ã Ã .2 1 2
2a ! .Ã1 25 5F G1a ! 2a q a !Ã Ã Ã .2 1 2
2a ! .Ã1 25 5F H .
a !a !a ! 2a q a !Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .1 2 1 1 2
Proceeding in this manner, we eventually find that there exists G gN
H such thatnq < a < , N
D . . . D G s D . . . D G s ??? s D G s H1 N N 1 Ny1 Ny1 1 1
5 5 2  .5 5 2 aand G F L a H . Since D . . . D s D , we may take H s G .N 1 N a N
 .2.3. We need the following bound for the numbers L a . Here and in
the sequel we write A for a positive constant depending only on N, not
necessarily the same on any two occurrences.
N < <LEMMA 3. If a g N , where N G 3 and a s m G 1, then
y2A 2 mL a F Am c m! , .  .N
 .where c is gi¨ en by 1.1 .N
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Let
N < <E s b g N : b s m , b F b F ??? F b 4m 1 2 N
  . 4  .2and L s max L b : b g E . It suffices to show that m! L Fm m m
Am Ac2 m.N
We show first that if b g E and b y b G 2 for somem jq1 j
 4j g 1, . . . , N y 1 ,
 .then L b - L . Letm
b U s b , . . . , b , b q 1, b y 1, b , . . . , b .1 jy1 j jq1 jq2 N
U  .and note that b g E . Writing s s 2b q ??? q2b so s s 0 if j s 1 ,m 1 jy1
a s b , and b s b , we havej jq1
L b U s q 2 a q 2 s q 2 a q 1 b P .  .  .
s s , say.
L b a q 1 s q a q 1 s q 2 a q b q 1 Q .  .  .  .
A routine calculation, using the assumption that b G a q 2, shows that
 .  U .P ) Q. Hence L b - L b F L .m
 .There exists some g g E such that L g s L , and the precedingm m
 .paragraph shows that we must have 0 F g y g F 1 j s 1, . . . , N y 1 ,jq1 j
whence it follows easily that
m 1
g y F N y 1 j s 1, . . . , N . .  .j N 2
Hence
m
AAm g !G G q 1 ,j  /N
2 jm
A2g q ??? 2g !F Am G q 1 .1 j  /N
and
2 j y 1 m .
AAm 2g q ??? q2g q g !G G q 1 . .1 jy1 j  /N
Using these inequalities and Stirling's formula, we obtain
N2 mq1 m r Nm e2 Am! L F Am P P , . m 1 22 m  .mrN q1r2 /e mrN .
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where
 .2 jmrN q1r2Ny1 2 jmrN .
P s ,1 2 jm r Nejs1
N 2 jy1.m r Ne
P s .2  . .2 jy1 mrN q1r2
js1 2 j y 1 mrN . .
Simplifying, we find that
mrN 1r22 jmq1r2 Ny1 Ny1N 2 j 2 j .
mP P s e  1 2 2 jq1 /  / /m 2 j q 12 j q 1js1 js1 .
 .2 A 2 mand hence that m! L F Am c , as required.m N
2.4. We bring together Lemmas 2 and 3 to prove the following result.
LEMMA 4. Let h be a harmonic polynomial of degree n on R N. For each
N < <a g N with a G 1 there exists a harmonic polynomial h such thata
Dah s h anda
 . < <y1Ny1 r2 aA< < < <M h , r F A a n q 1 a ! c r M h , r 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .a N
for each positi¨ e number r.
Let h s H q H q ??? qH , where H g H . By Lemma 2, there existo 1 n j j, N
polynomials H g H such that DaH s H andj, a jq < a < , N j, a j
5 5 2 5 5 2H F L a H j s 1, . . . , n . 2.3 .  .  .j , a j
w xAn inequality of Brelot and Choquet 4, Proposition 4 asserts that
k 5 5M H , r F 6d r H H g H , 2.4 .  .  .k k , N
where d s dim H . Hence, defining h s H q ??? qH , we havek k , N a 0, a n, a
n
M h , r F M H , r .  .a j , a
js0
n
jq < a < 5 5F d r H’ jq < a < j , a
js0
1r2 1r2n n
22 < a < 2 j 5 5F d r r H jq < a < j , a /  /
js0 js0
1r2n n
2< a < 2 j 5 5F r d L a r H ; . jq < a < j /
js0 js0
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 .the last-written equality follows from 2.3 . Since the spaces H arek , N
 :mutually orthogonal with respect to the inner product ? , ? , we have
`
222 j 25 5r H s h rx ds x F M h , r , .  .  . Hj
Sjs0
so that
1r2n
< a <M h , r F r L a d M h , r . 2.5 .  .  .  .a jq < a < /
js0
 .  < < .y2In the case N s 2, we have L a s a ! and d s 2 when k G 1, sok
that
y11r2 < a << <M h , r F 2n q 2 a ! r M h , r . .  .  .  .a
 .In the case where N G 3, the sequence d is increasing and satisfiesk
 Ny2 .  w x.d s O k as k ª ` see, e.g., 2, p. 94 , so thatk
n
Ny1 Ny2< <d F n q 1 d F n q 1 d F A n q 1 a , .  .  . jq < a < nq < a < nq1. < a <
js0
2.6 .
 .  .  .and the inequality 2.2 follows from 2.5 , 2.6 , and Lemma 3.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
3.1. We start by showing that if J is an infinite subset of NN, then
there exists a J-universal function of exponential type c , where c isN N
 .given by 1.1 .
 .Let h be a dense sequence of polynomials in H and denote then N
 . N < <degree of h by d n . By Lemma 4, for each a g N with a G 1, theren
exists a harmonic polynomial h such that Dah s h andn, a n, a n
< <  .y1 a d nA< < < <M h , r F C a a ! c r 1 q r , 3.1 .  .  .  .  .n , a n N
where C depends only on n and N. Fix h ) 0. Thenn
< <  .a d nA< <M h , r C a c r 1 q r .  .  .n , a n NF .c 1qh . r c 1qhr2. r c h rr2N N N< <e a !e e
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The function t key1 qhr2. t takes its minimum value for positive t when
 .t s kr 1 q hr2 . Hence
 .d nAq < a << <M h , r C a 1 q r .  .n , a nFc 1qh . r < <aN < a < c h rr2Ne < <a !e 1 q hr2 e .
< <y aA< <F C a 1 q hr2 , .n , h
< <where C depends only on n, N, and h. Thus if a is sufficiently large,n, h
we have
M h , r F 2ynecN 1q1r n. r .n , a
 . < <for all r ) 0. It also follows from 3.1 that by choosing a sufficiently
 .large we can ensure that M h , 2n is as small as we please. Hence, byn, a
w xCauchy's estimates 2, p. 33 , it follows that for each k g N there exists a
number q, depending on k and n such that
< b < ynD h F 2 on B n .n , a
< < < <  .whenever b F k and a G q; here B n denotes the open ball of radius
n centred at the origin of R N.
 .We now recursively choose a sequence a in J. First choose a g Jn 1
such that
M h , r F 2y1e2 cN r . .1, a1
Having chosen a , . . . , a for some n G 2, choose a g J so that1 ny1 n
< < < <a ) max a , deg h , . . . , deg h , 3.2 . 4n ny1 1, a ny1, a1 ny1
M h , r F 2ynecN 1q1r n. r 3.3 . .n , a n
and
< b < yn < < < <D h F 2 on B n b F a . 3.4 .  . .n , a ny1n
`  .  .Now define h s  h . The inequality 3.4 with b s 0, . . . , 0ns1 n, a n
ensures that the series is locally uniformly convergent on R N and hence
that h g H . Also, we may differentiate the series term by term. In orderN
to prove that h is J-universal, it is enough to show that
< an < ynD h y h F 2 on B n 3.5 .  .n
 .for each n. Suppose 3.5 holds and let g g H . If e ) 0 and r ) 0, then,N
 . ynsince h is dense in H , there exists n such that n ) r, 2 - er2, andn N
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< <  .  .h y g - er2 on B r . Then on B r we haven
< an < < an < < < ynD h y g F D h y h q h y g - 2 q er2 - e .n n
 .  .Now fix n. To prove 3.5 , note first that by 3.2 ,
Dan h s 0 j s 1, . . . , n y 1 . .j , a j
Hence
`
a an nD h s h q D h .n j , a j
jsnq1
< < < <  .When j G n q 1, we have a F a and hence by 3.4 ,n jy1
< an < yjD h F 2 on B j . .j , a j
Hence
`
a yj ynn< <D h y h F 2 s 2 ,n
jsnq1
as required. Thus h is J-universal.
Now we show that h is of exponential type c . Let p be a positiveN
 .integer. Using 3.3 and that fact that the h are polynomials, we haven, a n
`
M h , r F M h , r .  . n , a n
ns1
`
r yn c 1q1r n. rNF o e q 2 e . 
nsp
s O ecN 1q1r p. r . .
Since p can be arbitrarily large, the result follows.
 .  .3.2. Here we verify that the number c given by 1.1 satisfies 1.2 . WeN
have for N G 3
1
log c s log N q S y S , .N 1 22 N
where
Ny1 Ny1
S s 2 j log 2 j,  s 2 j q 1 log 2 j q 1 . .  . 1 2
js1 js1
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 .Since the function t log t is convex on 0, q` , we have
1k log k F k y 1 log k y 1 q k q 1 log k q 1 k G 2 . 4 .  .  .  .  .2
Summing over k s 2, 4, . . . , 2 N y 2 and over k s 3, 5, . . . , 2 N y 1, we
obtain
1S q 2 N y 1 log 2 N y 1 F S F S q N log 2 N y log 2, .  .1 2 12
which implies that
1 N 1 1 N 1 2 N
log q log 2 F log c F log q logN  /2 2 2 N 2 2 2 2 N y 1
1
q log 2 N y 1 .
4N
and hence that
’ ’Nr2 - c s Nr2 q o 1 . .N
 .3.3. Finally we prove Theorem 1 ii . Recall that the norm of the mth
gradient of a C` function f on R N is given by
1r22aD f .
< <= f s m! .m  /a ! . . . a !1 N< <a sm
w xFugard 7 has given formulae for the order and type of an element of HN
which are analogous to the classical formulae for the order and type of an
 < n. . <.entire function f in terms of the limiting behavior of f 0 . It follows,
in particular, from Fugard's results that if h g H and h is of exponentialN
type t , then
1rm< <= h 0 .m ’lim sup m F t e 2 . 3.6 . /m!mª`
 . N  4For each m g N, let b s m, . . . , m g N . Let J s b : m g Nm m
and suppose that h is a J-universal function. We have
 .1rm 1r m N< < < <= h 0 = h 0 .  .m m N
lim sup m G lim sup mN /  /m! mN ! .mª` mª`
 .1r 2 m N2b mD h 0 . .
G lim sup mN N /mN ! m! .  .mª`
1rm N .b m’ < <s e N lim sup D h 0 , 3.7 .  .
mª`
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 bm  ..by Stirling's formula. Since h is J-universal, the sequence D h 0 is
 .  .dense in R, so the upper limit in 3.7 is at least 1, and it follows from 3.6
’that h is not of exponential type less than Nr2 .
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
4.1. For the proof of Theorem 2 we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 5. If u g H and b g NN, then there exists ¨ g H such thatN N
D b¨ s u.
It seems almost certain that Lemma 5 is known, but in the absence of a
< <reference we offer a proof. It is enough to work with b s 1 because the
general result will then follow by induction. Note that u has an expansion
of the form ` H , where H g H and the seriesjs0 j j j, N
` `
jM H , r s M H , 1 r .  . j j
js0 js0
 w x. bconverges for each r ) 0 see the proof of 2, 5.23 . Suppose that D s
 .­r­ x . By Lemma 1 and 2.4 for each j there exists G g H such thatn j jq1, N
­ G r­ x s H andj n j
jq1 jq1 jq15 5 5 5M G , r F d r G F d r H F d r M H , 1 . .  .’ ’ ’j jq1 j jq1 j jq1 j
 Ny2 . `  .Since d s O j , it follows that  M G , r converges for eachj js0 j
` < < Nr ) 0. Hence  G is locally uniformly convergent on R . Definingjs0 j
¨ s ` G , we have ¨ g H and ­ ¨r­ x s u, as required.js0 j N n
4.2. We now wish to show that if h is a J-universal function and
b g NN, then D bh is J-universal. Fix u g H , e ) 0, and r ) 0. There is aN
< b <  .constant C, depending on b , N, and r, such that D g F CM on B r
< <  .whenever g g H and g F M on B 2 r . By Lemma 5, there exists ¨ g HN N
such that D b¨ s u, and since h is J-universal there exists a g J such that
< a <  .  .D h y ¨ F erC on B 2 r . Hence on B r
a b b a< <D D h y u s D D h y ¨ F C erC s e , .  .
and it follows that D bh is J-universal.
4.3. To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough to show that if
h g H and h is of exponential type t , then ­ hr­ x is also of exponentialN n
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5 5type t . By Cauchy's estimates and the maximum principle, if x s r, then
­ h
< < 5 5x F A sup h y : y y x s 1 F AM h , r q 1 . 4 .  .  .
­ xn
Hence
­ h
M , r F AM h , r q 1 , . /­ xn
and the required result follows.
4.4. The corollary of Theorem 2 is immediate, for if h is a J-universal
 a 4function of exponential type t , then the set D h : a g J consists of
J-universal functions of exponential type t and is dense in H .N
w4.5. The proof of Theorem 3 now follows very closely the proof of 1,
x w xTheorem 2 which itself uses ideas from 6 . Recall the metric r defined on
H byN
`
ynr g , h s 2 M g y h , n r 1 q M g y h , n . .  .  . .
ns1
The r-metric topology is the topology of local uniform convergence, and r
is a complete metric on H . For each h g H and each e ) 0, defineN N
V h , e s g g H : r Dag , h - e for some a g J . 4 .  .N
 .  .We claim that V h, e is open. Fix g g V h, e and let a g J be such that
 a .  .r D g, h - e . Since the local uniform convergence of a sequence f inn
 a .  w x.H implies the local uniform convergence of D f see, e.g., 5, p. 18 ,N n
there exists d ) 0 such that
r Da f , h F r Da f , Dag q r Dag , h - e .  .  .
 . whenever f g H and r f , g - d . Hence the neighbourhood f g H :N N
 . 4  .  .r f , g - d of g is contained in V h, e , and therefore V h, e is open.
 .Let h be a dense sequence in H . An element g of H is J-universalm N N
 .if and only if for each pair of positive integers m, n there exists a g J
 a .such that r D g, h - 1rn. Thus the set of all J-universal functions ism
the G setd
` `
V h , 1rn . .F F m
ms1 ns1
Since the J-universal functions are dense in H , it follows that they form aN
residual subset of H .N
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